
2019 WIND TURBINE NEIGHBOR SURVEY 

I am a resident of the Boulevard area in rural Eastern San Diego County. In late 2005, the 25-2MW 

Gamesa turbines started operation at Kumeyaay Wind on the Campo Reservation. In late 2017, the 57-

2.3 MW GE turbines started operation nearby, at Iberdrola’s Tule Wind, with 52 of the 57 turbines 

installed on previously protected public BLM land in McCain Valley and 5 installed on private land owned 

by Hamann Company related entities.  Now, Terra-Gen plans about 90 new 4.2 MW turbines on the 

Campo Reservation and private ranch land owned by GM Gabrych Family Limited Partnership. 

Since the existing wind turbines started operation, or since I moved into the area, I have noticed the 

following issues that either started or got worse for myself and/or my family members: 

Symptoms and other issues/impacts are checked/circled below:

____noise   / vibrations                                                                     

____low rumbling, whooshing, grinding sounds                            

____sleep disruption / being startled awake  

____chronic fatigue / loss of energy                                       

____headache/migraines                                      

____vertigo  (spinning or moving sensation)                          

____nausea or stomach pain                                                                          

____concentration/memory issues                                               

____irritability, feeling on edge, or jittery                                     

____unexplained panic attacks/anxiety                                                                     

____ringing or buzzing in the ears                            

____pressure in chest                                                

____sinus or breathing problems / asthma 

____heart fluttering, racing, or heart attack 

____increased blood pressure or blood sugar                                                                     

____depression or unusual mood swings     

____visual blurring or eye pain                               

____unexplained rashes                                               

____ joint and muscle pain                                                                                                      

____cancer or benign tumors. Type of cancer? 

____________________________________                                                                     

____electrical interference at home /office 

____disrupted TV, cell, satellite service 

____increased static electricity                               

____blade shadow flicker   / strobe effect                                  

____flashing night lights                                             

____other issues not listed here                                                              

Symptoms seem worse when:              

____inside home   / office                                             

____outside                                                                        

____distracted by motion of turbines                             

____changes in air pressure   / wind direction                         

Do symptoms get better or go away when you 
leave the area for days or weeks and then 
return when you get back?                                                    
____Yes ____No 

In your opinion, are existing turbines too close 
to homes /offices?                                                              
____Yes ____No 

Do the turbines make you want to move?               
____Yes ____No 

 Have you filed any complaints over the 
turbines?                                                                          
____Yes ____ No 

If yes, have you been  contacted by San Diego 
County, BLM, Bureau of Indian Affairs, health 
officers, or wind turbine owners asking about or 
investigating your complaints: ____Yes ____No 

If yes, was any help / investigations 
(noise/electrical/health) offered or provided?                                      
____Yes ____No 

I declare that this information is true to the 
best of my knowledge: 

DATE: _________________________________ 

NAME: _______________________________ 

ADDRESS: _____________________________ 

______________________________________ 

PHONE / EMAIL (optional):________________ 

____Additional personal comments are on back 
of this page. 


